WASHINGTON - April 6, 2017 - Today Clutch has announced the
leading San Francisco agencies in their research of full-service
digital, and digital marketing, and advertising agencies
nationwide. The rankings are a result of the co mpany's ongoing
research into top-performing agencies across a multitude of
sectors and cities.

Leading full-service digital agencies provide a complete set of
digital services, from web design and development to digital
strategy and marketing. The top 15 companies are: Momentum
Design Lab, R2integrated, Greater Than One, Traction,
BayCreative, Prolific Interactive, Citizen Group, Propane Studio,
Colibri Digital Marketing, FINE, Artsy Geek, JUMBOshrimp, 3Q
Digital, Shanahan Design, Inc., RNO1.

The following agencies have been recognized for excelling in various niches of digital marketing: SevenAtoms Inc,
Brafton, RSO Consulting, SocialPulsar Inc, Landis Communications Inc, R2integrated, Colibri Digital Marketing,
Greater Than One, Kiosk, Citizen Group, Artsy Geek, Shanahan Design Inc, BayCreative, Traction, and Jivaldi.

The top advertising and marketing agencies are distinguished by their ability to deliver fully integrated campaigns
including traditional, digital, media, including radio, TV, out of home, or print advertising. The leading firms are
Duncan Channon, Citizen Group, Kiosk, Hub Strategy & Communication, BayCreative, Greater Than One, Gershoni
Creative Agency, JStokes Agency, UNIT partners LLC, Gold Front, Traction, JUMBOshrimp, barrettSF, Timelapse, and
Mekanism.
“Whether they have embraced the digital evolution or reinvented traditional strategies, these agencies have equally
distinguished themselves for having consistently provided value for their clients,” said Clutch analyst Kimmie
Champlin. “When it comes to connecting a brand with the consumer, these firms offer proven strategies.”

Clutch employs a unique methodology in order to evaluate agencies. A focus on specific segments like design and
marketing played an important role, as well as each agency’s recognition from their peers. Presence in the market,
together with client interviews and past experience also heavily influenced Clutch’s decision making.

Clutch’s research on leading full-service digital, digital marketing, and advertising agencies is ongoing. The firm
encourages all agencies with services in these areas to apply for inclusion in their research. Upcoming publications
will highlight top agencies across the US, UK, and Canada.
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